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GUIDELINES FOR USING A NIPPLE SHIELD 
A nipple shield can help you breastfeed while you are solving a lactation problem.  

BEFORE FEEDING 
 May want to encourage milk flow by:  

* Gently shaking the breasts while massaging the breasts  
* Warmth to breasts may assist with ability to have milk release from breasts   

PLACING SHIELD ON BREAST 
 Shield should be clean and dry for the silicone to “grasp” the skin  
 Client points shield out from breast and holds by sides of shield  
 Invert the cone of the shield partially 
 Gently push cone area of shield over nipple area, allowing as much of nipple/areolar complex into shield cone 

as possible 
 Pull sides of silicone shield back onto skin, causing nipple/areolar complex to evert into shield  

DURING FEEDING 
 Stroke baby’s lips to get a wide-open mouth (like a yawn), quickly hug up baby to breast so the lips are over the 

soft brim of the shield – not just the tip of the shield.  
 May need to re-latch if: 

  * Baby mouth not deep onto shield 
        * Tongue thrust of baby causes shallow latch  
      - Tongue thrusting: place finger pressure on breast and shield at base of nipple 
           - Put forward pressure on shield, gently pushing into mouth, may need to hold for several seconds   
 If infant does not “organize” sucking with shield, consider small amt of supplementation at shield to entice baby  
 Signs of Milk Transfer: (Quantitative)  

  * Bursts of sustained sucking  
  * Infant pauses and self starts after 3-5 seconds  
  * Audible Swallowing 

 Breastfeed until infant self detaches. Repeat the process on the other 
breast.  

 Breastfeed 8 or more times every 24 hours 

AFTER FEEDING 
 When you take the baby off, look to see that there is milk in the shield  
 Subjective signs of milk transfer: (Follow quantitative above first)  

   * Beasts feels softer 
   * Infant self detaches in state of relaxation  
   * Infant goes 1-2 hours between feeding sessions  

 Pumping: Instructions 
   * Infant latches with sustained bursts of sucking, pause and self start, and audible swallowing =  
      No need to pump that breast, may need to pump other breast   
      ( )   Pump _____ times each day, and _____ times each night for ______ minutes on each side 
   * No breast stimulation or difficulty sustaining latch = pump  
      ( )   Pump _____ times each day, and _____ times each night for ______ minutes on each side 
      ( )   Pump after each feeding session _____ minutes each side, _____ times in 24 hours   

 Wash the shield with hot soapy water, rinse and dry between uses. Store with the nipple facing upwards and 
keep in a clean and dry covered container. 
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FOLLOW UP & WEIGHT CHECKS  
 Breastfeeding Log which includes number of feeding sessions and voids/stools:  

  * Use breastfeeding log for minimum of __________ days   
 Bring breastfeeding log to your lactation appointments or support group. 
 Baby should reach their birth weight by 2 weeks of age. Weekly weight gain should be 4-7 oz. 
 Call the Lactation Department if:  

  * Infant does not easily wake to feed  
  * Feedings are difficult, or your baby does not have sustained latch 
  * Number of wet or soiled diapers decreases each day 

Follow up appointment ____________ Date     ____________ Time     
Location: ______________________________________________ 
A nipple shield maybe used for a few feedings, a few days, a few weeks, or for a few months. You and your baby 
will determine when to stop using the shield. Use a shield as long it helps your baby feed effectively.  
 
SUGGESTIONS for WEANING FROM THE NIPPLE SHIELD:  

 Start breastfeeding with the shield, after latch and suck pattern established, quickly remove the shield and 
see if baby will then latch onto the breast without the shield 

 Offer your breast without the shield every few days 
 Offer the breast while baby is in a light sleep 
 Stand and  rock side-to-side, and then latch 
 Offer the breast in different position and/or in a different environment.  
 Keep practicing 
 Baby Moon: some mothers try spending a day in bed with their baby 
 Biological nursing position with laid back breastfeeding, quiet time and increased skin-to-skin contact and 

frequent practicing  
 If baby does not latch onto the breast without the shield, just continue to use the shield during feedings 
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